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Clean Energy and Electrification
 The rise and adoption of renewables and clean energy has been enabled in
part by:



o

Power electronics

o

Electric machines

o

Control theory

o

Communication

o

….

‘-

DC Microgrids are primarily used nowadays in transportation and mobile
networks

http://www.dvidshub.net/image/935698/aerialrefueling-f-35-lightning-ii-joint-strike-fighters-eglin-afbfla#.UZyEMrVU8QY

https://insideevs.com/features/343599/2021electric-vehicles-the-future-generation-of-evs/

https://www.carolinacountry.com/department
s/more-power-to-you/the-grid-will-connect-usto-our-energy-future
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Modern DC Microgrids
 Electric Vehicles (EV)
o Power electronics, electric motors, electronic loads
o DC bus voltage: 200-800 Vdc

 (More) Electric Aircraft

http://powerelectronics.com/powerelectronics-systems/inverters-fight-traction

o Increased power demand (up to MW),
complexity
o Weight, size, constraints
o DC bus voltage: 270 Vdc, +/- 270 Vdc

‘http://www.dvidshub.net/image/935698/aerial
-refueling-f-35-lightning-ii-joint-strike-fighterseglin-afb-fla#.UZyEMrVU8QY

 Electric Ships
o High power, complex networks
o Variety of energy sources
o DC bus voltage: ~1000 Vdc

R. Michalko. "Electrical starting, generation, conversion
and distribution system architecture for a more electric
vehicle." U.S. Patent No. 7,439,634. 21 Oct. 2008.

 Others: spacecraft, mobile networks (army),
HVDC/MTDC, etc.
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https://defense-update.com/20160522_zumwalt-4.html

DC Microgrid Operation – Time Constants
 The operation of dc microgrids can be
decomposed into several aspects based on
their time constants


At the faster level, power electronics control and
fault detection/localization are fundamental for
safe operation



At slower level, optimization of energy sources
and planning is necessary

Fault Detection and
Localization

‘-

Reconfiguration

Power electronics
control (inner loop)

Planning, forecasting,
Current sharing
reconfiguration
voltage averaging
Power electronics
Optimization of
control (outer loop)
energy sources
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L. Herrera, et al, “Hierarchical Power Management of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles” Power Sources Conference, 2018.

DC Microgrid Challenges - Stability
 Sources and loads interfaced through power
electronics
o Source: fast dc bus voltage regulation
o Load: fast output (V/I) regulation –
constant power load

 Constant power loads exhibit dynamic
negative resistance

‘-

o Stability analysis
o Controller design
o Network level analysis
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DC Microgrid Challenges – Fault Detection
 Series dc arc faults – high impedance faults

o Caused by loose connections, age wires, etc.
o High temperature arcing channel
o Difficult to detect
 Low impedance parallel faults (high energy
capacitive discharge)
 Faults within the source/load itself (power
electronics, motors, etc/)

Fire accident caused by
dc arc in a PV plant

Aging wires on
airplane

Source: energy.sandia.gov

Source: www.iasa.com.au

‘-

Arcing event of a crashed Volt
Source: en.wikipedia.org
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Constant Power Load Behavior


Most active power loads are interfaced to the network with EMI filters

‘-

1010

Previous Studies
 Much of the results presented in literature can
be characterized as
o Frequency domain methods
 Study the interaction of the transfer functions
of the converters
 Infinity norms, singular value, etc.
 Guarantees local stability only

o Time domain methods

‘-

 Considers the nonlinear system
 Control methods based on feedback linearization,
Lyapunov functions, etc.
 Genetic algorithms, Mixed Lyapunov Functions,
Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Models

 Most methods study small dc microgrids
 Computation of stability margins is difficult for
large number of loads
11

Stability Analysis of Nonlinear Systems

‘-

12

Quadratic Lyapunov Functions and Linear Systems

‘-

13

Gain Optimization for Linear Systems

‘-
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Analysis of Constant Power Loads in DC Networks

‘-
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Region of Attraction
 A difference of 5A in the initial inductor current of the
inductor caused it to go unstable
 Is it possible to find a bound on the maximum tolerance
any microgrid can sustain?
o

We can estimate the “Region of Attraction (ROA)”

‘-
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Proposed Stability Analysis Technique
 Formulated the stability problem using Quadratic Lyapunov functions

 Solution is the bounding parameter α = 0.014 and the matrix P

‘-



The parameter α gives a measure of robustness for the circuit – easy to expand for larger systems
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Stability Analysis for Larger DC Microgrids


The proposed method considers the following
state space characterization of the dc microgrid:



We can similarly bound the CPLs’ nonlinear terms:
‘-

[1] L. Herrera, W. Zhang, and J. Wang, "Stability analysis and controller design of dc microgrids with constant power loads," IEEE
Trans. On Smart Grid, vol. 8, no. 2, pp. 881-888, Mar. 2017.
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Controller Implementation and Results
 Tested the proposed controller using simulation, considering a disturbance in the main
dc bus

‘-

 The system is stable even for severe disturbances in the dc bus voltage
[1] L. Herrera, W. Zhang, and J. Wang, "Stability analysis and controller design of dc microgrids with constant power loads," IEEE
Trans. On Smart Grid, vol. 8, no. 2, pp. 881-888, Mar. 2017.
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What about DC Microgrids with Multiple Sources?
 We can consider the power system as a graph with three kinds of nodes:

 Due to the relatively short distances, lines
are considered resistive
 Graph Laplacian = Admittance matrix

‘-
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What about DC Microgrids with Multiple Sources?
 Verification of the proposed dynamic model for the dc
microgrid
 Detailed simulation results were obtained using Matlab
Simpower systems

‘-
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Droop Control – No Communication
 Error in current sharing can be high with only droop control

‘-

22

Dynamic Consensus + Gain Optimization
 A connected communication network is needed to achieve consensus (zero error)

‘-

[1] L. Herrera, B. Palmer, X. Yao, and B. Tsao, “Controller design of dc microgrids with multiple sources and constant power loads,"
presented at IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Expo. (ECCE), 2017
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Key Takeaways – Control of DC Microgrids
 The wide use of power electronics at the load
side can have detrimental effects on the
network stability
 If the loads are controlled with very high
bandwidth, they can behave as Constant
Power Loads
 Important to ensure the network is stable
and has good stability margins

‘-

 Using quadratic Lyapunov functions, a SDP
can be used to compute the region of
attraction
 Similar SDP can be used to optimize gains to
enlarge the stability margins
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DC Series Arc Faults – High Impedance Fault
 Series dc arc fault is a high impedance fault
which occurs in series with a line
 Typically caused by loose connections,
chafed wires, etc.
 Due to the high impedance/series
connection, this type of fault can be
difficult to detect

‘-
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Series High Impedance Faults in DC Microgrids


The high noise produced by series arc in a line
can travel to adjacent line sections



Example of simulation and experimental tests

‘-

 Goal: detect and localize faulted line
[1] X. Yao, “Study on dc arc faults in ring-bus dc microgrids with constant power loads,” IEEE ECCE, 2016
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Fault Localization within Distribution Node
 Consider a distribution node with multiple active loads in parallel
 Main idea/goal is to be able to detect/localize the fault to avoid multiple
load interruption
 Proposed approach: line/filter parameter estimation

‘-

28

Sensor Placement

‘-
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Line/Load Regression Form

‘-

31

Gradient Descent Algorithm

‘-

32

Performance of the Gradient Descent Algorithm
 Consider the same scenario as before
with a step load at t = 0.075 s

‘-

1.

Gradient descent algorithm is not affected by the step change and converges faster

2.

However, estimated values oscillate significantly at the beginning
33

Extension to Second Order System
 The techniques can be extended to second order systems where only two
sensors are needed

 In this case, the system is of the form:

‘-

 Which can similarly be placed in linear regression with filtering:

 Challenges: Design of the filter H(s) and the need for more frequencies
(persistent excitation)
34

Simulation Results of Series Arc in Distribution Node
 Distribution node with five loads in parallel

‘-

 Series arc is simulated by a resistance
in parallel with a current source
 The current source injects Gaussian noise
35

Simulation Results of Series Arc in Distribution Node
 Distribution node with five loads in parallel

 DC series arc occurs in load 1 only at
t = 0.02 s

‘-
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Experimental Results
 The experimental testbed consists of one dc source,
dc arc generator, and constant power load
(closed loop buck converter)

‘-

 The gradient algorithm is able to estimate the line resistance and
inductance*
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State and Parameter Estimation


Problem Definition: Utilize available measurements to approximate the “true” value of
the states (voltage, currents, etc.) and the line resistances/conductance



What are the states? Voltage magnitudes, line currents



What are the parameters? Line resistances



Motivation: Only a few sensors may be available in a network
‘-
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Sparse Tableau Analysis for DC Systems


States are voltage at every bus



It is not always possible to relate the following sensors to
the states



We can consider Sparse Tableau Analysis (STA)*



Advantage: any sensor can be written as a function of the states

‘-

[1] L. Chua, C. Desoer, and E. Kuh. Linear and nonlinear circuits. 1987.
[2] D. Gorinevsky, S. Boyd, and S. Poll, “Estimation of faults in dc electrical power system,” in 2009 American Control Conference, June
2009, pp. 4334–4339
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Least Squares based State Estimation
 Using the sparse tableau formulation for dc networks, we can estimate all of the
states using the following optimization problem:

where

‘-
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System Modeling for Parameter Estimation

‘-
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DC Microgrid Configuration
 Three of the following scenarios were considered :

‘Case 1: 16 sensors

Case 2: 14 sensors

Case 3: 13 sensors

 DC buck converters were coupled at every load and
generator on the grid
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Case 1: Simulation Results
 There are 16 sensors in this dc microgrid configuration
 Load 4 changes the current being drawn from 150 A to 90 A at t = 0.035 s
 The fault is set to occur on line (3,6) at t = 0.07 s
o Voltage and current estimation:

‘-

o Parameter estimation:

44

Case 2: Simulation Results
 There are 14 sensors in this dc microgrid configuration
 Load 6 changes the current being drawn from 125 A to 0 A at t = 0.035 s
 The fault is set to occur on line (6,7) at t = 0.07 s
o Voltage and current estimation:

‘-

o Parameter estimation:
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Case 3: Simulation Results
 There are 13 sensors in this dc microgrid configuration
 Load 3 changes the current being drawn from 175 A to 205 A at t = 0.035 s
 The fault is set to occur on line (5,6) at t = 0.07 s
o Voltage and current estimation:

‘-

o Parameter estimation:
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Control Hardware in Loop Results
 The CHIL setup and the real time interaction of
the PLECS RT box and the OPAL RT are shown
below

‘-

 16 sensors were used on the microgrid
 Fault detection on line
detected

was successfully

47

Key Takeaways – Estimation/Fault Detection
 Parameter estimation techniques can be used to identify line
resistances/conductance
 Series dc arc can change the steady state resistance of a line (high
impedance fault)
 Estimation techniques can be used to detect and identify faulted lines
 These techniques are robust to normal operation of the system, e.g. source
and load changes
‘-
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Summary
 DC microgrids are widely used nowadays in
transportation industry, mobile networks, etc.
 Presented optimization techniques for the
computation of stability metrics of networks with
nonlinear constant power loads
 DC series arc fault can be challenging to detect:
series/high impedance, low fault current
 Fault noise can propagate to the network

http://www.dvidshub.net/image/935698/aerial-refueling-f-35lightning-ii-joint-strike-fighters-eglin-afb-fla#.UZyEMrVU8QY

‘-

 Parameter estimation methods can detect and
localize faulted line sections accurately and fast
https://insideevs.com/features/343599/2021electric-vehicles-the-future-generation-of-evs/

Thank you for your attention!
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